
Alicia Keys - Empire State Of Mind (Part II) 

Grew up in a town that is famous as the place of movie scenes                                          
Noise is always loud, there are sirens all around and the streets are mean       Group 1
If I can make it here, I can make it anywhere, that's what they say       
Seeing my face in lights or my name in marquees1 found down on Broadway

Even if it ain’t all it seems, I got a pocket full of dreams
Baby, I'm from New York
Concrete2 jungle where dreams are made of
There's nothing you can't do        Group 2
Now you're in New York
These streets will make you feel brand new
Big lights will inspire you
Let's hear it for New York, New York, New Yoooork!

On the avenue, there ain't never a curfew3, ladies work so hard
Such a melting pot, on the corner selling rock4, preachers pray to God       Group 3
Hail a gypsy cab5, takes me down from Harlem to the Brooklyn Bridge
Some will sleep tonight with a hunger for more than an empty fridge

I'm gonna make it by any means, I got a pocket full of dreams
Baby, I'm from New York
Concrete jungle where dreams are made of
There's nothing you can't do
Now you're in New York
These street will make you feel brand new
Big lights will inspire you
Let's hear it for New York, New York, New Yoooork!

One hand in the air for the big city,
Street lights, big dreams all looking pretty        Group 2
No place in the world that can compare
Put your lighters in the air, everybody say yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

1 a tall rooflike projection above a theater entrance, usually containing the name of a currently featured play or film and its 
stars. 

2 an artificial, stonelike material used for various structural purposes, made by mixing cement and various aggregates, as 
sand,pebbles, gravel, or shale, with water and allowing the mixture to harden 

3 an order establishing a specific time in the evening after which certain regulations apply, esp. that no civilians or 
otherspecified group of unauthorized persons may be outdoors or that places of public assembly must be closed. 

4 Slang: crack; pellet-size pieces of highly purified cocaine, prepared with other ingredients for smoking, and known to be 
especially potentand addicting. 

5 a taxicab that is licensed only to pick up passengers on call by telephone, but that often illegally seeks passengers on the 
street. 


